
ORAL MEDIATION: GOING TO THE CINEMA STUDENT B

Your classmate and you would like to go to the cinema together next weekend but he/she doesn't
know what's on . Have a look at the posters below and decide a film to see together taking into
account he/she´s an Oscar fan. Send him an audio message with the most relevant
information. (1-1’30 min)

GENRE: comedy/ drama
DIRECTOR; Gastón Duprat
COUNTRY: Spain / Argentina  2021
CAST: Penélope Cruz & Antonio Banderas
PLOT:”A rich businessman hires a famous director
with the aim of making a blockbuster film.Two
actors from very different backgrounds (Banderas &
Martínez) will clash due to their opposing methods
during the preparation of the film   directed by a
prestigious and eccentric director (P. Cruz). “
WHERE? : Yelmo Cinema Campanar
WHEN? Friday
TIME?: 22:30 pm

GENRE: drama/ biopic
DIRECTOR; Reinaldo Marcus Green
COUNTRY: USA 2021
CAST: Will Smith
PLOT:”A biopic about the unconventional dad of
tennis icons Serena and Venus Williams, precisely
alluding to his way of working and the plans he
drew up for his two daughters .

OSCAR NOMINATIONS: Best actor & Best picture
WHERE?: Kinepolis Paterna
WHEN?: Saturday
TIME?: 19:45 pm
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